MTS Biblical Studies Program of Study

REQUIRED COURSES: (Must be completed with a minimum of ‘C’)

BST 103 Introduction to OT I  BST 104 Introduction to OT II
BST 112 Introduction to NT I  BST 113 Introduction to NT II

Exegesis Requirement (one of the following)

BST 201 OT Exegesis
BST 211 NT Exegesis
Exegesis Paper

Language Requirement (either Greek or Hebrew)

BST 100 Biblical Hebrew I  BST 101 Biblical Hebrew II
BST 110 NT Greek I  BST 111 NT Greek I

BST CONCENTRATION COURSES: (Must be completed with a minimum of ‘C’)

(12 Credit hours of BST courses that have not been used to meet the Required Courses above or the Thesis/Summative paper requirement. The lexical version of the language used to meet the Language Requirement does not count toward the degree.)

THESIS OR SUMMATIVE PAPER:
(Does not count toward required 12 Concentration credit hours)

ELECTIVE COURSES: (The degree requires a minimum of 60 hours including required and elective courses. Courses with a PTH prefix are limited to 9 hours. Writing courses and thesis courses may be taken in addition to the 9 hour maximum. Courses not counting toward the degree are Supervised Ministry, CPE and Seminary Choir.)

General Electives (15 hours)
(15 credit hours of CHT and/or TSE courses)

Other General Electives